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GE Motorcycle Lamps

SEE and bee SEEN with
GE distinctive colours
Highlight the road ahead

Multicolor
Motorcycle lamps

NEW

Excellent visibillity due to its unique multi colour feature
SEE and be SEEN

Unique color that makes you more conspicuous than the rest of the traffic,
up to 30% more light on the road.
By the use of a unique design, we have developed a lamp that offers a visible change in colour of the lamp as the
vehicle moves. This, combined with the increased light output , provides the rider with extra light on the road (see)
and a colour change which attracts the attention of other road users (be seen).

SKU

Description

Pack structure

EAN code

Multicolor Motorcycle Lamp – Halogen headlight lamps
84489

50440MCU H4 Multicolor +30 E1 12V 60/55W GE

1/20

0043168844895

84491

58520MCU H7 Multicolor +30 E1 12V 55W GE

1/20

0043168844918

Sportlight +50
Motorcycle lamps
Highlight the road ahead

Intense blue-white light up to 50% more light on the road
GE Sportlight +50 motorcycle lamps feature an advanced blue coating which produces stylish, blue-white light
offering high perfomance lighting for visibility conveniance and style. They provide better visibility in extreme weather
conditions, when you really want to see and be seen.

SKU

Description

Pack structure

EAN code

Sportlight +50 Motorcycle – Halogen headlight lamps
98716

50440SPU H4 Sportlight +50 E1 12V 60/55W GE

1/20

0043168987165

98717

58520SPU H7 Sportlight +50 E1 12V 55W GE

1/20

0043168987172

98766

53110SPU H11 Sportlight +50 E1 12V 55W GE

1/20

0043168987660

Megalight +120
Motorcycle lamps
Turn night into day

Up to +120% more light on the road ahead. New level of performance and safety
GE Megalight +120 motorcycle lamps help in improved riding performance at night. Major international studies
prove, that improved headlamp illumination level helps in reduction of accidents at nighttime and in poor visibility
conditions.
The greater illumination combined with whiter light resulting from the blue partial coating add safety to your riding.
SKU

Description

Pack structure

EAN code

Megalight +120 Motorcycle - Halogen headlight lamps
98714

50440SNU H4 Megalight +120 E1 12V 60/55W GE

1/20

0043168987141

98715

58520SNU H7 Megalight +120 E1 12V 55W GE

1/20

0043168987158

98713

53110SNU H11 Megalight +120 E1 12V 55W GE

1/20

0043168987134
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GE Lighting is constantly developing and improving its products. For this reason, all product descriptions in this brochure are
intended as ageneral guide, and we may change specifications time to time in the interest of product development, without prior
notification or public announcement. All descriptions in this publication present only general particulars of the goods to which
they refer and shall not form part of any contract. Data in this guide has been obtained in controlled experimental conditions.
However, GE Lighting cannot accept any liability arising from the reliance on such data to the extent permitted by law.
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